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Reflections on the Valley
by

"Sacramento had no monuments;
it had no durability, and those men
were the proof of it. Every season
they would come and they would
build the monuments on the land,
and the plants would come green
and be picked, and the ground
would turn its ashen gray, and then
bleached white, and then winter
again. No ownership of the land,
no permanence, no monument, no
art, no Paris. Only oranges, and
walnuts and wheat."

Richard Rodriguez
Editor's Note : The following remarks by Richard Rodriguez, a native of Sacramento and author of Hunger of
Memory, were part of a roundtable discussion entitled
"The Arts: Cultural Identity Within the Central Valley, "
one of several topics at the day-long symposium sponsored by the California Academy of Sciences in Golden
Gate Park, San Francisco, last October. The symposium, The Great Central Valley: Heartland in Transition, explored topics of historica( and current interest related to the Valley: the first inhabitants, the development
of agriculture, the controversy over water, and the future
of the Valley.
I come here as a writer, but also as a man who was once
a boy who grew up in Sacramento, and who regards
being here today with some irony-being in San Francisco talking about the Valley. I grew up in Sacramento
and hated Sacramento and loved San Francisco and ran
to this city whenever I accumulated $10 for the roundtrip Greyhound bus trip . What I loved about San Francisco was that it was not the Valley. What I distrust
about this city now is exactly that same thing . You go to
a city like Dallas , and you see men who work in the
fields, and you see men who have made money from the
fields. You go to a city like San Francisco, and it denies
its connection to the land , to the Valley.

tors, the old ladies on the lawn swings and the veranda
of the Senator Hotel. And that too was surprising .
Saroyan and Didion came from very different parts of
the Valley, with very different memories. To this Mexican-American boy they were deeply influential and
suggestive .
As a child I had almost no sense of winter in the Valley, or of the fog, partly perhaps because we lived in the
city, partly because there was that overwhelming other
memory of summer, the summer which would begin in
early May and would continue into September. Childhood is a season of summer; it is a season of being out
of school, of being under that sun, of going slow, feeling
the heat push up the pavement into one's rubber-soled
shoes. Summer, that eternal summer of Sacramento,
was my season of Sacramento.
We were of the city. My parents, both of them newly
arrived immigrants from Mexico, had ambitions for

There was always something touching to me in the
early photographs of San Francisco, those gray photographs of the City just being built in the nineteenth century, the houses clustered so ti ght next to e.ach other, as
if in defiance against the land , the space , the vastness of
the west.
. When I came to San Francisco, I alway s wore a suit.
I was a boy who loved cities. I wanted to live in Paris; I
thought I wanted to live in New York ; I settled for wanting to live in San Francisco. I was a boy in love with the
illusions of buildings, their permanence, the possibi Iity
of man creating something that will last generation after
generation , a boy being able to see what the old men,
now dead , had built. I was a boy in love with the idea of
art, with the idea of books , of writing something to endure on the shelf, of remaining. The Valley was none of
this. There was only Sutler's Fort, which by the time I
knew it was prettified to something so fake in its preciseness and its well-mannered lawns that I never believed it was connected to anything old .
I was a boy who wanted to be a writer and who
dreamed of eighteenth century Paris and nineteenth century New York. I remember though when I was about 12
years old, coming across two Valley writers . One was
William Saroyan writing about Fresno, curiously
enough writing about drinking water in Fresno. And it
occurred to me suddenly, for the first time, that this was
the stuff of writing, that there was literary material out
there in the Valley. I remember reading an early essay by
Joan Didion in Holiday magazine about her own ances-
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middle class li fe. My mother was a typist; my father
made false teeth . They remembered Mexico as a village , and they had moved from that village into a city
- a city of buses, a city of neon, a city of ambition. My
father dreamed of the sea; my mother feared my dark
skin . "Stay out of the sun or you will end up looking like
a farm worker. " She feared as many other Mexican
mothers do , the meaning of the dark skin, the toughened
skin , the burden of the sun . I can remember the boy in
the back seat of the Chevy driving down the highway toward San Francisco , my family around me , the boy
peering out of the windows and seeing the neat, even
line of the horizon broken by the brown figures of men
bent over, bent over the land .
I can remember those men coming into town at Penney's on Saturday mornings , buying whatever they were
buying-the young faces, the old hands . Sacramento
had no monuments; it had no durability, and those men
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· were the proof of it. Every season they would come and
they would build the monuments on the land, and the
plants would come green and be picked and the ground
would tum its ashen grey, and then bleached white, and
then winter again. No ownership of the land, no permanence, no monument , no art, no Paris. Only oranges,
and walnuts and wheat.
I remember when I was about 16 years old I was
working for Hobrecht Lighting Company, and I delivered light fixtures at a time when Sacramento was suddenly spilling over the banks of the Sacramento and the
American Rivers, was moving north and south dramatically, uneventfully, in suburban sprawl. I used to deliver light fixtures in big boxes to new homes with four
bedr9oms and two and a half bathrooms. I remember
once driving up toward Auburn and waiting for the
owner of the house to come with the key. I was standing
in his yet-ungroomed backyard, a backyard without a
fence. And here on a winter afternoon-it was then
about early March-I heard the wind blow, whistle,
and I regretted for the first time in my life the idea that
this would all go, that it was leaving, that the houses
were gathering close together as in San Francisco, and
the wind would not whistle.
I left Sacramento at about the time when United Airlines had a non-stop flight to New York. There was once
a time in my life when I would have seen that as an enormous salvation. In fact, I used to go out to the airport
and watch planes come and go. And then I left.
A few weeks ago I was visiting some editors at
California Magazine in Los Angeles, and I suggested to
them , I pleaded with them that they have an issue dedicated to the Valley. The head editor is from New York;
the other editor is from J3.hode Island. They are still insecure in their knowledge of California, and they keep
thinking that you are talking San Fernando. It is worse
when you get to New York. They do not even know San
Fernando.
Wanting to talk about the Valley, wanting to write,
wanting to remember it. There was a time when I
wanted to write about Paris or thought I did, wanted to
write about big cities and their old buildings. But I find
myself middle-aged now. And I think that art has less to
do with monuments than it has to do with desire, that art
has less to do with permanence than it has to do with the
striving, the molding of clay, the shaping of plants toward the sky, regardless of whether the seasons change,
regardless of whether winter comes.
On Thursday this week I was in Newman, California
at a funeral for the mother of a close friend of mine. We
were in Newman, a small town I don't know very well,
a beautiful little town along Highway 5. And it occurred
to me for the first time as I watched her coffin lowered
into the ground, the crucifix on it, and some nuns
nearby singing in Spanish, it occurred to me that I too
would like to be buried in the Valley.

